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a latch to lock into place. The Skycap easily stands free with
to ato
latch
to lock into place. The Skycap easily stands free with
the use of a universal umbrella table. No umbrella table? Add
the use of a universal umbrella table. No umbrella table? Add
an optional iron square base accessory to make your umbrella
an optional iron square base accessory to make your umbrella
free-standing. Skycap umbrellas serve as an excellent way to
free-standing.
Skycap umbrellas serve as an excellent way to
provide shade for outdoor events. Heat press stock color is
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Choose up to 8 locations for the square.
DISPLAY DIMENSIONS 110.5” Dia. x 86”H

Dia. x 86”H (1.5” Pole Diameter)
DISPLAY DIMENSIONS 110.5”
80”W x 40” (each side)

GRAPHIC SIZE

GRAPHIC SIZE 80”W x 40”H (each side)

GRAPHIC MATERIAL

GRAPHIC
MATERIAL
100% Polyester,
8.08oz, Tight Knit Weave, Water Resistant
100%
Polyester,FINISHING
8.08oz, Tight Knit Weave, Water Resistant
GRAPHIC

GRAPHIC
FINISHING
Die-cut vinyl
imprinted onto fabric using heat transfer system.
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Die-cut
vinyl imprinted
onto
fabric
using
heat transfer system.
Hemmed
around
sides and bottom edges
DISPLAY
CONSTRUCTION

DISPLAY
CONSTRUCTION
Steel pole
with aluminum and plastic components.
Steel
pole withWEIGHTS
aluminum and
plastic components.
SHIPPING
& DIMENSIONS
Shipping Weight
9 lbs (hardware only)
SHIPPING WEIGHTS
& DIMENSIONS

Shipping Weight

11 lbs (with graphic)

9 lbs (hardware only)

Shipping Dimensions11 lbs
7”L(with
x 7”Wgraphic)
x 62”H

LTL Shipping Freight dimensions (Max.):
7”L x 7”W x 62”H
(20) boxes per 48” x 40” x 40” skid

Shipping Dimensions

LARGE QUANTITY FREIGHT

Freight weight (Max.):

Freight Shipping 20216
boxes
per 48”L
x 40”W x 40”H skid
lbs (stand
only)

(frame
& canopy)
216258
lbslbs
(frame
only)
258
lbs
(frame
and
canopy)
GRAPHIC TURN AROUND TIME

Freight weight
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AVAILABLE
Iron square base
AVAILABLE ACCESSORIES

CA
AVAILABILITY
Iron
square base

WIND RATINGCA20 mph
AVAILABILITY

WIND RATING 20 mph

